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Boggle Hole and Robin Hood’s Bay Youth Hostels
Boggle Hole Youth Hostel [first period]

1937 to 1939

Boggle Hole (The Bay Mill in 1938), Mill Beck, Fylingthorpe, Whitby, North Yorkshire YO22 4UQ
Historic County:
Yorkshire (North Riding)

YHA Regions:
York, Scarborough & Hull,
Yorkshire, North

GR: NZ 953040

When YHA’s York, Scarborough and Hull Region opened a small, basic leased hostel in an old corn mill at Boggle
Hole in 1937 they might not have imagined that it would be closed within three years but thriving over 80 years
later. At the end of that first year the Bay Mill hostel, as it was first called, was described in the annual report as
rather primitive, but popular. Mr Harding was the first warden.
Rucksack Magazine for Midsummer 1937 could barely contain its enthusiasm for the new location:
‘The Boggle Hole,’ a Romantic Hostel on the Yorkshire Coast
A map can give little idea of the beauty of the site of this new hostel on the Yorkshire Coast. A fortnight before
Whitsuntide the York, Scarborough and Hull Group was able to make arrangements for the mill and mill-house
to become a Youth Hostel. Beds for 25 were rushed to the hostel, but on Whit-Sunday night the hostel warden
was almost overwhelmed.
The grey, sturdy, century-old mill almost completely straddles the valley, the woods rise behind, and the
tumbling beck just squeezes past on one side of the mill almost covering the shingle floor of the cove. At high
tides the sea fills the cove and washes the foundations of the mill. Sea bathing is possible direct from the hostel,
which is sure to make it exceedingly popular.
Mr Walmsley [a local romantic novelist] said that the last miller, James Hutton, could have told tales of other
than milling, and Boggle Hole certainly makes one dream of smugglers and contraband.
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Mill Beck as depicted on two Judge’s postcards from pre-war days.
1: this illustration is probably from the days just before YHA’s first tenure of the Bay Mill – no Association signage is visible;
2: the hostel now proudly displays the YHA triangle. Both pictures show an old single-storey stone building annexed
to the left-hand side of the mill building. This was soon demolished and replaced and may not have survived as late
as 1951, when the hostel reopened. The nearer lean-to on the right of the yard was later converted into a
glazed conservatory before subsequent demolition and replacement by the present large block.
The gate half-way up the bank was also later removed (author’s collection)
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It seems that the YHA was soon looking to secure the future here; in 1939 an offer of a grant of £700 from the
National Fitness Council (presumably for purchase) had regretfully to be refused by reason of the total liabilities
involved. This led to the taking of a nearby house, the Grange at Robin Hood’s Bay, instead. Boggle Hole closed on
24th March1939, just after the demise of Ravenscar hostel down the coast, and equipment from both was
transferred to the new leased hostel.
Another factor in the early loss of Boggle Hole may well have been key coastal national security issues connected
with impending hostilites; Boggle Hole is reported to have been taken over by the army during the war, and there is
a recent history of cliff-side pill boxes being reclaimed by the sea and of munitions found on the beach. A wartime
sentry post was erected near the present car park to keep the site free of interlopers.
An informative description of the mill’s history is displayed in the hostel, and is paraphrased here:
There has been a mill at this site since at least the mid-17th century. It was one of two local examples built for the
Farside Estate, and was probably originally wooden and smaller than at present. It was replaced in the 19th
century. There used to be an inscription over the hostel’s dining room door that read: This Mill was rebuilt and
new machinery put therein at the cost of GW Farsyde Esq. AD 1839. The land surrounding the Mill on both sides
of the beck was farmed, mostly for cattle and sheep, and there was an orchard and garden for fruit and vegetables.
In 1857 a violent storm caused much damage here. The main building of 1839 survived but the miller’s house
and wooden outbuildings were destroyed and washed away and the housekeeper Elizabeth Knaggs was drowned.
It was probably after this disaster that the miller’s house was re-sited at right angles to the main building. It
comprised what is now the main hostel kitchen and the rooms above. Farm buildings surrounded the courtyard
and these have since long vanished apart from one, now substantially rebuilt to form the current staff bungalow.
There is no record of when the dam was built but it was almost certainly constructed on the site of a natural
waterfall. It held back a considerable body of water, no longer apparent as the lake has long since silted up. Water
ran from the dam in an underground passage to the present self-catering kitchen. It entered the building where
the present window and extractor are, powering the wheel which filled this room and the cellar below. The water
than ran out into the beck.
The main drive shaft extended into what is now the dining room and drove amongst all the other machinery four
pairs of stones set into the floor of what is now the toilet and showers on the reception level.
Near the top of the dam, in the bank side there is still a dry shaft. This was the entry to the sluice gate which
allowed the water to be let into the underground passage and power the mill. A secondary gate with a diversion
into the back has also been found under what is now the picnic area behind the hostel. On top of the dam is a
large cast iron wheel which allowed the dam gates to be opened. The missing one is actually in the pool behind
the dam and is visible at very low water.

Robin Hood’s Bay Youth Hostel 1939 to 1947
The Grange, Thorpe Lane, Robin Hood’s Bay, Whitby, Yorkshire
Historic County:
Yorkshire (North Riding)

YHA Region:
York, Scarborough and Hull

GR: NZ 945052

The Grange was originally built about 1876 for the personal use of a church architect. It was constructed in rich Arts
and Crafts style, and included leather embossed doors, ornate panelling and fireplaces, stained glass and a multitude
of idiosyncratic designs in its ceilings and doors. A distinctive feature of the houses on this side of Thorpe Lane is
that their best sides face away from the road towards the railway line, for Victorian ostentation, and the coast.
The house remains very well preserved in the twenty-first century, and must have presented itself as an exceptionally
fine youth hostel. The viewing tower seen in the postcard view has since been truncated.
On 25th March 1939, the day after the closure of the Bay Mill youth hostel, its replacement opened barely two miles
away at the Grange. There was an official opening on 29th April, and again celebrated local author Leo Walmsley
was present, to officiate. The house had been leased and vested in the YHA Trust and would operate as a fully
controlled hostel, with Mrs Emily Thornton as warden. The contemporary Rucksack Magazine proclaimed proudly
that there was hot water in the kitchen tap.
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A rarely-found postcard of the Grange hostel, Robin Hood’s Bay (author’s collection)

The Grange was an altogether more modern building than the old mill, but few could have foreseen the turmoil
both the warden and the hostel would endure for its nine wartime and post-war years, before a reversion to Boggle
Hole hostel. Its story is one of great tribulations during hostilities being met with fortitude and flexibility.
The hostel operated during each year of the war, though uncertainties here were rife. The 1939 York, Scarborough
and Hull Regional Annual Report was issued at the end of that year and gave this account of the testing conditions
applying at that time:
Hostels in War-Time
In the autumn of 1938 all our hostel accommodation was offered to the authorities for the reception of
evacuated children in case of war. Despite the expenditure of considerable postage, war came without any
definite requirements having been notified to us. This led to a great deal of confusion during the first weeks of
war, and in actual fact very little use has been made of hostels for accommodating evacuees. None of our hostels is
fully occupied for this purpose. The accommodation at Asenby and Thornton Dale has been taken by the
authorities for other purposes. Filey and Hackness closed for the winter on September 30th, as shown in the
1939 handbook, but the remainder of our hostels are available to members.
It is the wish of the Ministry of Health that as far as possible recreational facilities should be continued during
war-time, and although there will be a number of special problems it should be possible for the Association to
continue active. Enrolments are being dealt with normally, and members renewing their subscriptions should, if
possible, send their 1939 cards for a 1940 Year Mark to be affixed. It is more important now than ever before
that renewals should be made without delay in order that the Regional and National officials can estimate
requirements for 1940. If all members who have not been called to the Forces will rally to the Association we
should come through this difficult time with colours flying.

The hostel was popular during the summer of 1939, and with 24 men’s beds and 20 women’s was much larger than
the early offering at Boggle Hole. It remained open during the first winter of the war, but only a third of the previous
total stayed in 1940, reflecting the closing of the Yorkshire Coast to visitors during that summer for security reasons.
The hostel was certainly unavailable in October of that year, but a notice of 7th April 1941 advised that it was
operating again, and it was in full use in 1942.
In 1941, 1943 and 1944 at least, the hostel sheltered child evacuees, in addition to providing YHA accommodation.
Such uncertainties must have been taxing for Mrs Thornton. The 1941 annual report advised that fewer hostels
were now able to supply prepared meals due to difficulties in obtaining supplies, and Robin Hood’s Bay was not on
the list of those so favoured. The evacuated children numbered 20 in 1944, the same number being recorded as
billeted here by Mrs Thornton as late as 1947.
YORK, SCARBOROUGH AND HULL
All meals MUST be ordered in advance. Knife, fork and spoon must be brought by all members.
Notice, 1943 YHA Handbook
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For some reason the capacity of the hostel was briefly shown as halved (men 12, women eight) in 1945, but that
might have reflected special allowance for the configuration of rooms for evacuees in that year. What is astonishing
is that overnights numbers here swelled to 3,000 or more for all the years 1945-47. 44 beds were again indicated in
1946-47.
In 1945 wartime conditions were still difficult for the York, Scarborough and Hull Region, where only Rosedale,
Scarborough and Robin Hood’s Bay hostels were operating.
The lease was due to expire in March 1946, but was extended for a further year and a half, finally terminating on
29th October 1947, one week after the closure date. The reason given for the termination was that the house had
new owners. The loss of a hostel between Scarborough and Whitby would have been keenly felt during the crowded
hostelling days of the late 1940s.

Boggle Hole Youth Hostel [second period]

1951 to present

Bay Mill was purchased freehold for the YHA Trust on 15th January 1951, with grant aid from the Ministry of
Education. It was able to open quickly on 20th
March 1951, just before Easter, with
accommodation limited to just 30 but with the
intention to increase over time. There was a
ceremonial decking out on 5th May following.
Mr and Mrs Mewett were wardens from 1951 to
1955. Mr Mewett was a ‘Jack of all Trades’ and
never tired of making improvements to the
buildings and the grounds, such as a new
members’ kitchen and additional toilet and
washing facilities in 1952. In 1955 Mr and Mrs
Bennett were installed. They were seasoned
wardens from hostels in London and Keswick.

Above, right: Maurice Wall’s 1951 photograph taken from the Mill over the tops of the old outbuildings towards the cove;
below: a postcard by local publisher RH Hayes, probably from the early post-war years. Here, a water treatment plant
had been built at the foot of the track, effectively barring vehicular access via the beach, a situation remedied in later years,
though the plant remains. The square pillar was a vent. A smart pair of gates had been provided at the entrance
(YHA Archive)
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1: Hostel Close-Up number 64, Boggle Hole, from Youth Hosteller Magazine, February 1959 (YHA Archive);
2: a delightful early post-war postcard study of the cove. The precarious road access is clear (author’s collection)

The above article stressed the development of educational provision at Boggle Hole during the 1950s, but it is not
clear where in the hostel this was located. In 1961 the national body provided £442 for a new field study hut,
however; this was probably the timber structure that was built on a small plateau to the rear of the mill, where a
picnic area now stands. By the new millennium the hut was almost time-expired and used as a games room. It was
demolished when it was found to be slipping into the beck.
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Meanwhile, electricity had been brought to Boggle Hole in 1957, the costs partly met by an appeal to members by
the region. During the 1960s the annual overnights rose by 150% to almost 10,000, enough for YHA to plan a
significant overhaul at the end of the decade. Mr & Mrs RL Plews took over the wardenship for a year or two in
1964, to be followed by Tony Ker. The hostel closed about the end of August 1969 until March 1970 for major
building works, resulting in an expansion of capacity from 72 to as much as 90, though (as often happened at this
time) there seem to have been further phases of development in quick succession in 1971 and 1973, when capacity
and overnight figures were much reduced temporarily. Capacity has steadied at about 80 from the mid-1970s, when
Brian and Catherine Krengel took charge or an extended period, to the present, with roughly similar numbers, 40,
sleeping in the mill complex and the new annexe.

1 2
Boggle Hole youth hostel as depicted on colour postcards from different eras.
1: an atmospheric colour depiction of the hostel’s middle years, before the 1970s expansion;
2: a more modern view, showing the 1970s development, the removal of most chimneys, a degree
of reroofing and better road access for the hostel staff and services (author’s collection)

During this expansion of the early 1970s the large timber annexe was constructed on a shelf on ground high above
the mill. It contained many new bedrooms, a small kitchen, and enhanced field studies facilities. There was also
considerable expansion of facilities at the main mill building at this time, with the small lean-to structures to the
right of the courtyard (a stone hut and a greenhouse or conservatory seen in picture 1 above) demolished in favour
of a modern two-storey stone-faced building attached to the mill at first and second floor level. This was the new
manager’s suite, extending outwards from the old suite of rooms in the adjoining section of the original building.
Later, the new block was given over to assistants’ accommodation, while managers moved off-site.
The remaining pantiled outbuilding to the left of the courtyard was tidied up. This had at one time been used as the
hostel garage, with men’s washrooms adjoining, but it too was redesigned as assistants’ accommodation. There were
further alterations at this time at the back of the mill, where an extension rearwards over two floors allowed for
better toilet and washroom provision. It is probable that the internal reorganisation of the top two floors from two
large dormitories into several small ones also dated from the early 1970s.
In 1993 Paul Hobson and Peta Saunders arrived as joint managers; a new servery in the dining room at this time
helped the wardens to provide a more flexible and improved meals service. The Northern Region annual report of
1994-95 announced that the annexe, which had previously provided low-grade dormitory accommodation, had been
completely redesigned to provide 40 beds in good quality family rooms, with private toilets and showers. The timber
buildings could thus eke out another 20 years’ use. In 1996-97 a new entrance and reception area was created at the
side of the mill, on the intermediate floor, allowing increased dining space at ground floor level. At the turn of the
century the fire exit from the top floor was improved. With Andy, Peta has continued in the post until the present,
overseeing a period of remarkable stability, success and imaginative development at Boggle Hole.
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Images of Boggle Hole hostel from 2011 and 2014, before the replacement of the timber annexe.
1: the small square-built flat-roofed extension at the back of the courtyard replaced a former long stone building and
was built at an unknown date to increase the self-catering accommodation. It has more recently functioned as the
managers’ office. The arch-topped entrance door was for many years the principal reception point, before it was
moved to the side of the mill, one floor up, in 1996-97. The entrance has recently reverted to its original position;
2: the slipway, used only by YHA staff and services, but a popular point of pedestrian access from the beach at low tide;
3&4: the 1970s timber annexe, demolished in 2014-15. It sat on a shelf high above the mill;
5&6: the side reception, as used in 2014, and rear aspect of the mill building (author’s photographs)

By 2014 the timber annexe was life-expired and due for replacement, along with major improvements and the
provision of a classroom and shelter in the former stone garage and staff accommodation at the lower level. The
hostel would therefore close on 3rd November 2014 for a £1.2m programme of significant rebuilding,
reorganisation and refurbishment over the winter period. Boggle Hole youth hostel reopened on 6th May 2015.
Since 2016, YHA Boggle Hole has broken its overnight records each year to reach over 21,000, a total unimaginable
in 1937.
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New in 2015.
1-3: the Quarterdeck (the new pirate-themed entrance), reception, bistro and bar at YHA Boggle Hole.
The Brig, a large breakfast-dining room, is on the right of picture 1;
4: the new self-catering kitchen; 5: the Boat-Shed, YHA’s all-weather meeting and class-room; 6: lounge in the mill building;
7-8: the imaginatively named new ‘Crow’s Nest’ accommodation building, showing the entrance and kitchenette area
(YHA images)
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Tony Hartley remembers the unique coastal approach to the hostel from Robin Hood’s Bay village at low tide, and
the dangers at high tide:
I have fond memories of leading an Otley Cycle Club youth hostelling weekend to Boggle Hole. I took them by a
VERY hilly route; they were struggling by the 1 in 4 out of Littlebeck, so I went ahead to secure the beds. I
emphasised ‘don’t go via Robin Hood’s Bay’. After an eternity at the hostel I got worried and stood outside
wondering what to do. Eventually, as the tide was coming in, they came marching round the headland, having
come via Robin Hood’s Bay.

Boggle Hole youth hostel ephemera.
A hostel stamp and a cloth badge from the 1960s are framed by two versions of the popular one-inch pin badges
depicting the hostel as it appeared before and after the major reconstruction of the early 1970s.
These little sixpenny tin badges were provided at practically all YHA’s hostels from the 1950s to the 1970s, and were keenly
collected by teenagers, and inevitably some older members. With the hostel stamps, they provided an extra incentive
to go off to some new place, and must have repaid their expense to YHA many times over (author’s collection)

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1937-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb
∆: Boggle Hole Hostel; ¶: Robin Hood’s Bay Hostel
€: plus an unspecified number of evacuees; *: 17 month period; •: partially closed for renovation
…

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

open∆

607∆

1596∆¶

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

590¶

550¶

637€¶

1217€¶

1641€¶

3266¶

3835¶

3773¶

…

…

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

…

2679∆

4420∆

3964∆

4044∆

4461∆

4350∆

4892∆

4942∆

5947∆

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

6420∆

6790∆

7590∆

7396∆

9031∆

8581∆

8952∆

8667∆

9898∆

8779∆

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

7085∆

2600•∆

9907∆

630•∆

12944∆

15323∆

14786∆

14245∆

14808∆

14407∆

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

13052∆

13224∆

12128∆

13455∆

12835∆

open∆

open∆

12983∆

14325∆

14182∆

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

13835∆

15014∆

16690*∆

13855∆

13789∆

13884∆

14335∆

14142∆

14917∆

14276∆

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

14187∆

13321∆

14046∆

14942∆

15137∆

15374∆

15812∆

15505∆

14523∆

14090∆

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

14279∆

15753∆

14729∆

15503∆

12454•∆

14238∆

19219∆

19787∆

20962∆

21154∆

© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive
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